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The compromised abilities to localize sounds and to understand speech are two hallmark deficits in aged individuals. The auditory cortex
is necessary for these processes, yet we know little about how normal aging affects these early cortical fields. In this study, we recorded the
spatial tuning of single neurons in primary (auditory cortex, A1) and secondary (caudolateral field, CL) auditory cortical areas in young
and aged alert rhesus macaques. We found that the neurons of aged animals had greater spontaneous and driven activity, and broader
spatial tuning compared with those of younger animals. Importantly, spatial tuning was not sharpened between A1 and CL in aged
monkeys as it is in younger monkeys. This implies that a major effect of normal aging is a degradation of the hierarchical processing
between serially connected cortical areas, which could be a key contributing mechanism of the general cognitive decline that is commonly
observed in normal aging.

Introduction
Normal aging is commonly accompanied by deficits in under-
standing speech, particularly in noisy environments, and in the
ability to localize sounds, which likely contributes to the difficulty
in parsing different auditory streams (speakers) in a complex
environment. Although age-related peripheral hearing loss can
take a variety of forms (Schuknecht, 1964; Ohlemiller, 2004),
central mechanisms of age-related hearing deficits have largely
been examined in subcortical areas and indicate that there is a
decrease in neuronal inhibition throughout the ascending audi-
tory pathway, which has been related to increased spontaneous
and driven activity in subcortical auditory structures (for review,
see Caspary et al., 2008). The bulk of these studies were per-
formed in rodents; how the primate brain is affected by normal
aging has been little explored. What is also unclear is how primary
or secondary auditory cortical neurons are affected by normal
aging in any species. Two previous cortical studies indicate that
there are changes in the temporal response properties (Mendelson
and Ricketts, 2001) and in the distribution of the receptive field
types (Turner et al., 2005), but no changes in spontaneous or
driven rates. A more recent study did note an increase in sponta-
neous and driven activity in the anesthetized rat auditory cortex
(Hughes et al., 2009), consistent with what has been observed in
the primate visual cortex (Wang et al., 2005). The decreased
inhibition seen throughout the ascending auditory system
predicts that there should be an increase in both spontaneous
and driven activity in aged compared with younger auditory

cortical neurons, a prediction tested by the experiments re-
ported here.

The primate auditory cortex is organized in a core– belt–para-
belt fashion (Kaas and Hackett, 2000; Hackett et al., 2001). The
caudolateral belt area (CL) is serially and hierarchically con-
nected with the primary auditory cortex (A1) and these two areas
can be both histologically and functionally defined (Kaas and
Hackett, 2000; Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Recanzone et al.,
2000a). Neurons in CL have sharper spatial tuning compared
with neurons in other core and belt cortical areas (Woods et al.,
2006). In addition, the firing rate of the population of CL neu-
rons, but not A1 neurons, is sufficient to account for contralateral
sound localization across a broad intensity range (Miller and
Recanzone, 2009). It is also known that sound localization ability
is degraded with age (Brown, 1984; Kubo et al., 1998; Abel et al.,
2000), which predicts that spatial tuning of area CL neurons
should show a corresponding broadening. To test this hypothe-
sis, we recorded the spatial tuning functions of single neurons in
auditory cortical areas A1 and CL across 360° of acoustic space
using broadband noise stimuli at a single intensity in aged ma-
caque monkeys. These responses were compared with those from
younger animals to determine what types of changes in spatial
tuning occur with aging.

Materials and Methods
Animals. All methods were approved by the University of California at
Davis Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and conformed to
Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal
Care and Society for Neuroscience guidelines. Neurons recorded from
three young male monkeys (identified as F, G, and L) were taken from
Woods et al. (2006) and detailed methods of those procedures can be
found there. Recordings from two aged male animals (A and B) were
virtually identical to those of the younger animals. Young monkeys were
aged 5.1– 6.2 years (monkey F), 6.3–7.5 years (monkey G), and 9.5–11.5
years (monkey L) over the course of the study, whereas monkey A was
24.1–25.8 years and monkey B was 24.4 –26.2 years during the course of
these experiments. Aging in the macaque after sexual maturity can be
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considered to be approximately three times that of a human, correspond-
ing to �75 years of age in the aged monkeys. These animals were raised at
the California National Primate Research Center and had no history of
exposure to ototoxic drugs, excessive loud noise, or ear infections. Addi-
tionally, they had similar rearing histories before participating in the
current study.

A recording cylinder and head post was surgically implanted in an
aseptic procedure to allow access to the superior plane of the superior
temporal gyrus using a vertical approach (Recanzone et al., 2000a). The
left hemisphere was investigated in all five animals. Animals were seated
in an acoustically transparent primate chair and placed in a sound booth
(IAC) lined with echo-attenuating foam (Sonex).

Stimulus presentation and data collection. Stimuli consisted of unfrozen
Gaussian noise (65 dB SPL) for 200 ms duration (5 ms rise/fall) presented
from one of 16 speakers �1 m from the center of the interaural axis and
at 0° elevation. Speaker locations spanned 360° in azimuth in 22.5° steps.
An additional trial type where no stimulus was presented was used to
measure spontaneous activity. Several stimuli (3–7) were presented from
random locations (S1) until a stimulus was presented from the same
location two times consecutively (S2). The no-stimulus condition used
to measure spontaneous activity occurring in place of an S1 stimulus,
ensuring that any difference between spontaneous and driven activity
was not due to anticipatory or other factors. Following the S2 stimulus,
the monkey was given a liquid reward and a new trial was initiated after a
brief delay to allow the animal to swallow.

Single neurons were recorded using single tungsten microelectrodes
(FHC) that were advanced using a hydraulic microdrive (Narshige) until
unit activity responsive to auditory stimuli was encountered. Search
stimuli included broadband noise and band-passed noise and tones, as
well as more complex stimuli such as hand clapping and vocalizations.
Single neurons were isolated using a time–amplitude window discrimi-
nator (BAK). The characteristic frequency and threshold were manually
defined by decreasing the stimulus intensity and adjusting the frequency
until the lowest intensity stimulus that could still reliably drive the neu-
ron was found. Action-potential times were recorded by a computer at 1
ms resolution, which also controlled stimulus and reward delivery using
Tucker–Davis Technologies hardware and software interfaced with cus-
tomized software. Responses were recorded for 12 trials for each location
(including spontaneous trials), and only data from S1 stimuli are pre-
sented here. There were two main differences between these data and
those collected in the younger animals. The first was that the aged ani-
mals were tested at only 65 dB SPL whereas the young monkeys were
tested at 25, 35, 55, and 75 dB SPL. We compared the results from pre-
sentations at 55 and 75 dB SPL in the younger animals for all the metrics
described here, and in no cases were there statistically significant differ-
ences. The second difference is that two of the three young monkeys were
also performing a simple discrimination task whereas one of the younger
animals (monkey G) and the two aged animals were alert but not per-
forming a specific task. For the simple task, the monkey had to depress a
lever to start a trial. The stimuli were presented as described above and
the presentation of the S2 stimulus was followed by a small fluid reward
and an audible noise from the water delivery system. The monkey could
then release the lever to obtain a larger reward. Monkey G and the old
monkeys did not have to depress the lever, but they did hear the same
sounds, including the S2 stimulus, and were presented with a small re-
ward that was immediately followed by the larger reward. We compared
the responses between the two young animals and monkey G for all the
analyses reported here, and there were no statistically significant differ-
ences. We further compared these response metrics for neurons in the
two belt cortical areas adjacent to area CL, the caudomedial (CM) and the
mediolateral (ML) fields, between these two sets of monkeys and again
found no statistically significant difference. Thus, although attention
may influence the response properties of auditory cortical neurons, there
is no evidence that the subtle differences between the two tasks in these
experiments evoked these influences in the comparisons made as they
had no effect on the results presented here.

Data analysis. Spike trains were taken from stimulus onset until 150 ms
after stimulus offset (350 ms total), as in Woods et al. (2006). The best
direction was defined as the speaker location that elicited the greatest

response. The worst direction was defined as the location that elicited the
smallest response. Spontaneous activity was recorded as the response
when no stimulus was presented. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was
defined as the response in the best direction divided by the spontaneous
activity. Tuning index was defined as 1 � (response in worst direction/
response in best direction). This value varies from 0 (best and worst
directions are the same) to 1 (best direction is much greater than the
worst direction). Vector strength (Goldberg and Brown, 1969) was de-
fined by assigning each direction of motion a vector with the magnitude
equal to the average number of spikes per trial and a direction corre-
sponding to the spatial location. These vectors were then summed and
divided by the total number of spikes across vectors. This value varies
between 0.0 (no spatial tuning) and 1.0 (responses for only one location).
Statistical analysis included unpaired t test to determine whether a neu-
ron was responsive or spatially tuned. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov non-
parametric test was used to test for differences in spontaneous and driven
activity, tuning index, and signal-to-noise ratio. Chi-square tests were
used for the analysis of best direction.

Audiometric testing. The two aged animals, as well as four different
younger animals (aged 8 –14 years) (the young animals tested physiolog-
ically were no longer available), were also trained on an auditory detec-
tion task. It should be noted that the young animals tested physiologically
showed normal thresholds across frequencies in their cortical responses
(Recanzone et al., 2000a) and showed no signs of hearing impairment, as
with the four animals tested here, when performing a variety of acoustic
discrimination tasks. Animals depressed a lever to start a trial. A 200 ms
noise or tone was presented following 0.5–3.0 s. If the animal released the
lever within 500 ms of stimulus onset, it received a fluid reward and the
next presentation was at a lower intensity. Not releasing the lever resulted
in no reward and the next trial was presented at a higher intensity. De-
creases were 5 dB until the first reversal, and then increments and dec-
rements were set at 1 dB. Threshold was defined as 15 reversals and
was repeated 2– 4 times for each stimulus. Stimuli tested were 0.5, 1, 2,
4, 8, 12, and 16 kHz and the broadband noise used in the physiology
experiments.

Results
The behavioral audiograms of the two aged animals as well as the
means of four younger animals (�8 –14 years, corresponding to
24 – 42 human years) from the same colony are shown in Figure 1.
There was a close correspondence between the two groups of
animals, and they were also well in line with similar data collected
in Japanese macaques (gray line) (Jackson et al., 1999). The only
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Figure 1. Mean behavioral audiograms of two geriatric and four young macaque monkeys.
Animals were trained to release a lever when they detected a 200-ms-duration tonal stimulus.
Stimulus intensity was decreased 1 dB with each correct detection and increased 1 dB with each
unsuccessful trial. Threshold was defined by 10 –20 reversals. The two aged animals (filled
circles) showed normal audiograms compared with the younger animals (empty circles) up to
�12 kHz. Detection thresholds for the noise stimulus used in the physiology experiments were
not different (noise). Gray line shows data taken from Jackson et al. (1999) for Japanese
macaques.
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subtle difference was at 8 kHz, where older monkeys had slightly
larger thresholds, although the mean difference was only 10 dB.
These three functions were not statistically significantly different
(t test, p � 0.05). Importantly, the detection thresholds for
broadband noise stimuli, used for the spatial tuning data in this
report, were not different between the two groups of animals.
Thus, any differences seen between the two groups must be due
primarily to age.

Single neuron recordings
We recorded from a total of 731 neurons from the left hemi-
spheres of the five monkeys. Single neuron responses were cate-
gorized as being in A1 or CL based on the characteristic frequency
(CF), CF progression, response to tone and noise stimuli, and the
location within the recording cylinder. Histological examination
of the younger animals confirmed that the recording sites were
appropriately classified. The two older animals are still partici-
pating in experiments, and the CF maps for these two monkeys
are shown in Figure 2. Isofrequency bands in 1-octave ranges are
shown by the shading of the circles with red backgrounds denot-

ing A1 locations and blue CL locations. The solid black line is
drawn approximately orthogonally to the isofrequency bands
and runs approximately rostral (upward) to caudal (downward)
with lateral on the left of the figure. Additional locations are
shown that helped to determine the medial and rostral bound-
aries of these fields. The total number of neurons recorded in
each monkey from each cortical area that are reported here is
provided in Table 1.

The CF and threshold are shown for the young and old mon-
keys for the two cortical areas in Figure 3. These data are consis-
tent with those described previously (Recanzone et al., 2000a) for
younger animals. The data from the older animals is largely con-
sistent, with two slight differences. One is that there were fewer
units recorded in older animals with high thresholds compared
with younger animals. Although this was not a dramatic effect, it
did reach statistical significance (unpaired t test, p � 0.05). The
second was that the younger animals had the lower thresholds
across CF compared with older animals in A1. This could be due
to either a sampling bias, since there were considerably more
neurons recorded in younger animals (Table 1), or genuine dif-
ferences between the two populations of neurons. Regardless,
these differences were slight (within 10 dB) and are consistent
with the behavioral audiograms (Fig. 1), indicating that the aged
monkeys in this report did not have a significant hearing loss.

Figure 2. CF topography in A1 and CL of aged monkeys. A, B, Schematics of the recording
grid where neurons in A1 (red) and CL (blue) were collected. Circles denote locations with
characteristic frequencies within 1 octave bands (see text). X’s denote regions where electrode
penetrations occurred but no single neuron was isolated. The solid line is located approximately
in the rostral (upward) to caudal direction and lies approximately orthoganol to the isofre-
quency axis along the middle of A1. This line was used to differentiate CL from CM, located more
medially. Only locations in cortical areas immediately surrounding A1 and CL are shown for
clarity (e.g., the rostral, middle medial, and caudomedial fields). A1 shows the characteristic
isofrequency bands whereas this topography is not as apparent in area CL. Penetrations are
separated by 1 mm.

Table 1. Numbers of neurons recorded

A1 CL Total

Young
Monkey F 50 71 121
Monkey L 131 119 250
Monkey G 114 0 114
Total 295 190 485

Old
Monkey A 57 42 99
Monkey B 98 49 137
Total 155 91 246

Grand total 450 281 731

Figure 3. CF and threshold values for recorded neurons. A–D, Threshold for all single neu-
rons as a function of characteristic frequency in young (A, C) and old (B, D) monkeys for A1 (A, B)
and CL (C, D). The range of frequencies tested were similar between the two groups of monkeys,
but the minimum thresholds were greater in the older animals compared with the younger
animals.
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Changes in spontaneous and driven activity
The first level of analysis was to determine whether there was any
difference in the spontaneous and/or driven activity. Spontane-
ous activity was taken during the behavioral task during the no-
sound control (see Materials and Methods). Statistical analysis
indicated that there was no difference between the three younger
monkeys, nor between the two older monkeys, so monkeys from
those two groups were combined. Figure 4 shows the distribu-
tions of this activity for A1 and CL neurons for young and aged
monkeys. Statistical analysis [Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) non-
parametric test] showed that there was a difference between
young and old monkeys in A1 (mean, 4.196 vs 5.747 for young vs
old, respectively; K–S test, 1.450; p � 0.05) as well as in CL (mean,
3.379 vs 9.849; K–S test, 4.309; p � 0.001). This difference was
most evident in CL neurons (Fig. 4B). Between-cortical-field
analysis in younger monkeys found that the spontaneous activity
was greater in A1 than in CL neurons (K–S test, 1.575; p � 0.05);
however, the spontaneous activity was greater in CL than in A1
neurons in aged monkey (K–S test, 2.393; p � 0.001).

This difference in activity was also seen in the driven response
across all directions. Figure 5 shows the responses of three repre-
sentative CL neurons from younger animals (Fig. 5A) and three
from older animals (Fig. 5B). Two main points can be taken from
this figure. First, there was considerably more driven activity in
the aged monkeys compared with younger monkeys, consistent
with the increase in spontaneous rate. Second, the selectivity of
the neurons for spatial location was greater in the younger ani-
mals compared with the older animals. This can be seen by com-
paring the overall response along each column. For the younger
monkeys, there was a clear difference between the best and worst

locations, whereas in the aged monkeys these differences were
much more subtle.

These impressions were verified statistically. Once again, there
was no difference between the distributions of the driven re-
sponse to the best direction as a function of stimulus intensity (55
vs 75 dB), between the three young animals, or between the two
older animals, so these data were combined. The resulting distri-
butions are shown in Figure 6. Aged animals had statistically
significant greater driven activity for stimuli presented from the
best direction compared with younger animals, and this differ-
ence was quite large. The driven rate was greater in the aged
animals compared with the younger animals at any intensity in
both A1 (mean, 11.346 vs 27.976 for young vs old, respectively;
K–S test, 5.583; p � 0.001) and CL (mean, 9.002 vs 28.526; K–S
test, 6.312; p � 0.001). We also compared the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) by dividing the activity to the location that gave the
best response by the spontaneous activity. Here there was not a
statistically significant difference between the aged and younger
animals ( p � 0.05).

Differences in spatial tuning
As noted in Figure 5, the spatial tuning of the neurons from the
older animals was much less apparent than that seen in the neu-
rons from the younger animals. Statistical analysis showed that
nearly all cells encountered showed a statistically significant re-
sponse to the direction that elicited the greatest response com-
pared with spontaneous activity (unpaired t test, p � 0.05; 57 of
57 and 97 of 98 of A1 neurons, and 42 of 42 and 49 of 49 CL
neurons; monkeys A and B, respectively). This is consistent with
what has been seen in younger animals (Woods et al., 2006).
Statistical analysis comparing the firing rates between the direc-
tions that gave the greatest and least response showed that the vast
majority of neurons encountered in the aged monkeys were spa-
tially tuned (t test, p � 0.01; 91–96% of neurons). This percentage
is higher than that seen in the younger animals (78 – 87%)
(Woods et al., 2006, their Table 2). Finally, the distributions of
neurons with best direction in the left versus the right hemifields
were not different between aged and young animals in A1 or CL
when considered either over a 90° range [�135 to �45 vs 45 to
135°; � 2 (1, n � 338) � 1.03; p � 0.05 and � 2 (1, n � 281) � 3.18;
p � 0.05 for A1 and CL, respectively] or over a 135° range
(�157.5 to �22.5 vs 22.5 to 157.5°; � 2 (1, n � 338) � 2.96; p �
0.05 and � 2 (1, n � 281) � 3.80; p � 0.05 for A1 and CL, respec-
tively). Thus, there were no differences in the percentages of re-
sponsive or tuned neurons or in the distribution of best
directions between the two groups of monkeys in the two cortical
areas.

Three metrics of spatial tuning were tested in these popula-
tions of neurons and all showed that neurons in aged animals had
significantly broader spatial tuning. The first was the tuning in-
dex (TI), defined as 1 � (response to the worst direction/re-
sponse to the best direction), that has been used previously to
define the tuning of auditory cortical neurons (Woods et al.,
2006) as well as direction tuning for visual motion in visual cortex
(Baker et al., 1981; Recanzone et al., 1997). This metric defines
the difference between the responses in the directions eliciting the
greatest and least responses and is analogous to the SNR. The
distributions of tuning index were not different between the in-
dividual monkeys within the young and aged groups, nor be-
tween 55 and 75 dB, so the data were pooled (Fig. 7). There was
no significant difference in these distributions between young
and aged animals for A1 (mean, 0.661 vs 0.649; K–S test, 0.945;
p � 0.05). However, there was a statistically significant difference
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Figure 4. Distributions of spontaneous activity. There was no difference between young
monkeys or old monkeys so those data were combined. A, Distributions of A1 neurons. B,
Distributions of CL neurons. Neurons from old monkeys (solid bars) had greater spontaneous
activity compared with the neurons from young monkeys (open bars), particularly in area CL.
spks, Spikes.
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between young and old CL neurons (0.784 vs 0.642; K–S test,
3.376; p � 0.001). Perhaps more interesting was that the young
monkeys showed an increase in the tuning index from A1 to CL of
�19%, which was significant ( p � 0.01). This is apparent in
Figure 7, as there is a decrease in neurons with small TIs (�0.6)
and more at the higher TIs (�0.8) in the younger monkeys. In
contrast, no such difference was found between A1 and CL of the
older monkeys (�1% difference, p � 0.05). Thus, in contrast to
younger animals, there was no increase in the dynamic range of
the neuronal responses as a function of space between the serially
and hierarchically connected areas A1 and CL in aged monkeys.

The tuning index defines the dynamic
range of the neuronal response but does
not necessarily describe the broadness of
spatial tuning. We used two alternative
metrics that take into account all of the
locations tested. This first was to deter-
mine the vector strength of each neuron
based on the response to the 360° tested
(Goldberg and Brown, 1969). The results
of this analysis are shown in Figure 8. Sim-
ilar to what was observed for driven and
spontaneous activity, there was no differ-
ence between the three younger animals
or between stimuli presented at 55 and 75
dB SPL, so these distributions were com-
bined. Once again, there was no difference
between younger and older animals for A1
neurons (mean, 0.159 vs 0.164 for young
vs old, respectively; K–S test, 1.258; p �
0.05) but there was a difference between
younger and older animals for CL neu-
rons (0.225 vs 0.183; K–S test, 2.079; p �
0.001). The differences between A1 and
CL are shown in Figure 9, where the same
data are replotted to directly compare the
distributions in A1 and CL neurons. As
was seen with the tuning index, there was
also a substantial increase in spatial tun-
ing, as reflected by a larger vector strength
between CL and A1 neurons in younger
monkeys (54% increase), which was sta-
tistically significant ( p � 0.05). In con-
trast, although there was an increase in
older monkeys between CL and A1 (12%),
this did not reach statistical significance
( p � 0.05).

Next, we determined the tuning of the
population of neurons recorded in each
cortical area between young and older an-
imals. In this case, the firing rate at each
location was normalized by the firing rate
at the best direction for that neuron. The
data were also aligned by making the best
direction at 0° and the response at all other
locations presented relative to that loca-
tion. The results are shown in Figure 10.
Once again, there were no differences in
the spatial tuning of A1 neurons between
the younger monkeys, the older monkeys,
or the stimulus intensity. For CL neurons,
however, there was a difference between
the two older monkeys compared with the

three younger monkeys (but no differences were noted within
groups). In this case, the older monkeys had broader spatial tun-
ing compared with the younger monkeys, as was seen by previous
metrics.

One shortcoming of the preceding analyses is that the sponta-
neous activity can influence the metrics. For example, a high
spontaneous rate will cause the tuning index to become smaller
by increasing the response in the worst direction. The vector
strength metric suffers from a similar problem, as there will be
some level of activity at all directions. Subtracting the spontane-
ous activity before calculating the tuning index or vector strength

Figure 5. Spatial tuning from six exemplar CL neurons. A, Three different single neuron responses from young animals. B, Three
different single neuron responses from old animals. Each column shows the peristimulus time histogram from a single neuron that
ranked at the first (left), second (center), and third (right) quartile (qrt). Each column shows the response from a different direction,
with 0 being directly in front of the monkey and �90 and �90 being to the far right and left, respectively. Responses to locations
from the four cardinal directions as well as the two obliques only are shown for clarity, although the intermediate locations were
also tested (e.g., 22.5°). The horizontal bar beneath each peristimulus time histogram shows the stimulus duration (200 ms); the
entire peristimulus time histogram is 350 ms. Each peristimulus time histogram is composed from 12 individual trials. These
rankings were based on the average response �350 ms for the direction that elicited the greatest response. Overall activity
increased and spatial tuning decreased in older compared with younger animals.
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is inherently difficult, as it can result in negative numbers for
locations that are inhibited, leading to numbers �1.0, which are
difficult to interpret. The population tuning curves do not suffer
from this issue, so we reanalyzed the data by first subtracting the
spontaneous activity from the response to each direction before
the normalization. These results in the population tuning analy-
sis are shown in Figure 11. In this case, there are clear differences
between the spatial tuning of the population of older A1 neurons
compared with younger A1 neurons (Fig. 11A). This difference
was even more dramatic when comparing the tuning functions of
CL neurons, where there was clear inhibition in the farthest non-
best directions (particularly on the ipsilateral side), whereas no
inhibition occurred at the population level in older animals.

The differences between A1 and CL neurons are shown in
Figure 12 for direct comparison and are consistent with the re-
sults described previously. There is a slight sharpening of tuning
for older animals in A1. One metric to compare these differences
is to compute the sum of the square of the difference between
each of the 16 locations. In this case, the sum for old animals is
0.214, whereas the sum for younger animals is over twice that at
0.539. The three sets of analysis (tuning index, vector strength,
and population tuning) all converge on the same general finding
that the effects of aging on the spatial tuning in A1 is relatively
small and not always statistically significantly different from that
of younger animals. However, there is a significant effect of aging
on the spatial tuning of CL neurons, and the difference between
A1 and CL neurons in aged monkeys is modest at best. This is in
stark contrast to the spatial tuning of CL neurons in younger
monkeys, which is much sharper than that of A1 neurons.

Potential effects of behavioral task in young monkeys
We have reported results from two young monkeys that were
performing a simple lever task (monkeys F and L) with one

(monkey G) that listened to the same stimuli and received the
same rewards, but was not required to perform the task, similar to
the conditions for the older monkeys. Comparisons between the
neurons in A1 in monkey G were not statistically significantly
different from the responses measured in the other two young
monkeys, as stated above. However, task-dependent effects may

Figure 6. Distributions of driven activity for the stimulus at the best direction. A, Distribution
of A1 neurons. There was no difference between the individual young monkeys or between the
individual old monkeys, so those data were combined. Old monkeys generally had greater
driven rates than young monkeys. B, Distributions of CL neurons. Neurons from old monkeys
again had greater driven activity compared with the neurons from young monkeys. spks,
Spikes.

Figure 7. A, B, Distributions of tuning index in A1 (A) and CL (B). Old monkeys had a smaller
tuning index (black bars) compared with younger monkeys (white bars) in both cortical areas.
The increase in tuning index seen between A1 and Cl in young monkeys did not occur in the old
monkeys (compare A vs B).

Figure 8. Distribution of vector strengths. Vector strength was calculated for each cell. A,
Results from A1 neurons. B, Results from CL neurons. Neurons in older monkeys had a greater
percentage of neurons with low vector strengths, indicating broad spatial tuning.
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be greater in belt cortical areas compared with primary cortical
areas. This was addressed by comparing the same metrics in the
two belt areas adjacent to area CL, the CM and ML fields, where
single neuron data were collected from all three animals. The
comparisons in CM were based on 148 versus 71 neurons in
monkeys L and F versus monkey G, respectively, and the com-
parisons in ML were based on 60 versus 56 neurons, respectively
(Woods et al., 2006; their Table 1). As was seen for the A1 neu-
rons, there was no difference between these monkeys in any of the
metrics described in this report (all p values �0.05). We conclude
that the subtle differences in the tasks performed by these groups
of monkeys are unlikely to influence these response properties in
a manner restricted only to cortical area CL.

Discussion
These results demonstrate that there are two main affects of nat-
ural aging on auditory cortical neurons that are independent of
hearing loss. The first is an increase in both spontaneous and
driven activity, but without a change in the signal-to-noise ratio.
The second is a decrease in spatial tuning in area CL, and the
spatial tuning was by most metrics no different from that seen for
A1 neurons in the aged monkeys. This indicates that one of the
main central effects of normal aging is the degradation in the
transmission and processing of information from primary audi-
tory cortex to neurons in the lateral belt.

Similarities between young and old monkeys
The similarities between the young and aged monkeys in this
report include the audiograms, which were all well within the

normal range for this genus (Jackson et al., 1999; Kusmierek and
Rauschecker, 2009). The distribution of characteristic frequency
of A1 and CL neurons was also similar, and although there were
slight differences in the neuronal thresholds, they were all within
�10 dB of those distributions seen in younger animals. Further,
the best location and the incidences of responsive and spatially
tuned neurons were all similar between the young and aged mon-
keys. All of these findings strongly indicate the differences seen
between the aged and younger monkeys are primarily due to
aging and are unlikely to be due to other factors such as periph-
eral damage or cognitive factors.

Differences in spontaneous and driven activity
The increases in neuronal activity in aged monkeys reported here
are consistent with a release from inhibition due to a decrease in
GABA effectiveness seen throughout the ascending auditory
pathway (Caspary et al., 1995, 1999; Walton et al., 1998, 2002;
Kazee and West, 1999; Ling et al., 2005). Physiological studies in
the cochlear nucleus (Caspary et al., 2005, 2006) and inferior
colliculus (Shadduck Palombi et al., 2001; Palombi and Caspary,
1996) have also shown increased activity, again presumably due
to the decreased GABAergic inhibition. To our knowledge, only
one other cortical study noted increased activity rates in A1
(Hughes et al., 2009), whereas two others did not (Mendelson
and Ricketts, 2001; Turner et al., 2005), with all three studies in
anesthetized rats. Studies in primate visual cortex have noted a
similar increase in activity (Wang et al., 2005; Liang et al., 2008;

Figure 9. Comparisons of vector strengths between A1 and CL. A, B, Distribution of vector
strengths for A1 (filled symbols) and CL (unfilled symbols). A, Results from young monkeys.
There was a clear shift in the distribution to larger vector strengths between A1 and CL neurons.
B, Distributions from the aged monkeys. Here there was no difference in the distributions,
indicating that there was no increase in spatial tuning between A1 and CL in aged monkeys.

Figure 10. A, B, Normalized population tuning curves. Each neuron was normalized by the
peak firing rate and centered with the best direction at 0°. A, A1 neurons showed similar
population tuning between old monkeys and young monkeys. B, There was a broader spatial
tuning of CL neurons in older monkeys compared with younger monkeys.
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Yang et al., 2008) but a decreased SNR. The differences between
these studies and ours may be due in part to the effectiveness of
the stimuli, as well as the use of anesthesia. However, the SNR we
measured based on spatial tuning is consistent with the results
from visual studies. It should be stressed that this increased ac-
tivity level is not consistent with a general deterioration of cortical
function, as the proportion of neurons with statistically signifi-
cant responses and spatial tuning were similar if not better in the
aged animals compared with the younger animals.

Differences in spatial tuning
Although there was no difference in the distribution of several
different metrics of spatial tuning of A1 neurons, we found that
CL neurons had considerably sharper tuning in young monkeys
compared with older animals. Much of this is due to the increased
spontaneous activity in aged monkeys, which influences the tun-
ing index and vector strength metrics. This is akin to adding noise
to a system and thus the resolution of acoustic space is compro-
mised. When the spontaneous activity is accounted for, as in the
population tuning shown in Figures 11 and 12, the deficits do
remain but are not as dramatic; i.e., there is an increase in spatial
tuning from A1 to CL neurons. How the nervous system could

account for this change in spontaneous activity, and thus the
noise introduced in the system, remains to be revealed.

This lack of spatial tuning sharpening would presumably give
rise to the spatial processing deficits seen in geriatric humans
(Brown, 1984; Kubo et al., 1998; Abel et al., 2000; Dubno et al.,
2008, Marrone et al., 2008). A similar result has been observed in
visual cortex where decreases in direction tuning are seen in areas
V2 and MT compared with V1 in young and geriatric animals
(Wang et al., 2005; Liang et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2008). This
deficit in spatial tuning could underlie part of a major complaint
of geriatric patients, the inability to understand speech in noisy
environments. Poor sound localization performance would re-
sult in more difficulty segregating different sound sources, and
therefore analysis of a particular source, the speaker of interest,
would suffer (Kubo et al., 1998; Dubno et al., 2008; Morrell et al.,
1996, Marrone et al., 2008). Presumably, there is a similar deficit
in the processing of nonspatial attributes of a sensory signal
from the core to the belt cortical areas, which would further
degrade the intelligibility of the speech, and therefore ultimately
lead to the deficits revealed in a variety of laboratory tests
(Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1993, 2001; Morrell et al., 1996;
Phillips et al., 2000; Snell and Frisina, 2000; Barsz et al., 2002;
Snell et al., 2002).

Figure 11. A, B, Normalized population tuning curves with spontaneous activity removed.
The spontaneous activity was subtracted from the firing rate for each direction tested before the
normalization. Best direction was centered at 0°. Older monkeys had broader spatial tuning
compared with younger monkeys and an overall higher relative firing rate, particularly for CL
neurons, where the population response was inhibited in younger monkeys for directions far
from the best direction.

Figure 12. A, B, Normalized population tuning curves comparing A1 and CL in old and young
monkeys. Data from Figure 11 are replotted here to directly compare the tuning of the popula-
tion of A1 neurons (filled circles) with CL neurons (unfilled circles) in old (A) and young (B)
monkeys. There is a much greater sharpening of tuning in the young monkeys compared with
the older monkeys. Points below the dashed line indicate inhibition.
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Task influences on cortical responses
We compared the responses of cortical neurons from two mon-
keys that were performing a simple lever task and three monkeys
(two aged) that did not perform the task but were presented with
the same acoustic stimuli and rewards. There were no differences
between the younger monkeys as a function of task performance
in any of the metrics described in this report. This indicates to us
that the task requirements imposed here did not influence the
results, presumably as all of the monkeys were equally alert and
listening to the acoustic stimuli. Attentional effects have been
described in macaque monkey and other species’ auditory cortex
(Benson et al., 1981; Fritz et al., 2005, 2007; Scott et al., 2007;
Otazu et al., 2009) and indicate that attention does not consis-
tently influence auditory cortical neurons in the same manner, as
opposed to what is commonly seen in the macaque visual cortex
(Desimone and Duncan, 1995). We also saw an increase in driven
activity in our aged animals, which would be predicted if the
animals were attending to the stimulus. It may be that belt corti-
cal areas are more strongly affected by attention than primary
areas. It is unfortunate that CL neurons were not recorded from
monkey G. However, the responses in the adjacent belt fields, ML
and CM, did not show any difference in this animal compared
with the other young monkeys, suggesting that lateral belt fields
are not more sensitive to these task requirements.

Degradation of hierarchical cortical processing
Although it is well known that aged humans suffer auditory tem-
poral processing deficits (Snell, 1997), it has been unclear how
these deficits are generated and propagated throughout the cor-
tical hierarchy. Several studies have noted that there is a decrease
in temporal fidelity in aged neurons, and this is presumed to be
due in large part to changes in myelination and therefore conduc-
tion velocities, ultimately giving rise to degraded temporal sum-
mation (Ibanez et al., 2003; Luebke et al., 2010). This predicts that
the transmission of information from one CNS station to the next
would be jeopardized, and these effects would be expected to be
greater between stations where there is considerable neuroana-
tomical divergence, and also areas that would normally show the
greatest degree of neuroplasticity. This would create a greater
need to filter the incoming inputs into those areas that can most
effectively drive the recipient neuron. The primate auditory cor-
tex is a good model system to investigate this hypothesis, as A1
and the caudal and medial lateral belt areas are serially connected
(Rauschecker et al., 1997; Kaas and Hackett, 2000; Hackett et al.,
2001) and there is a clear increase in spatial tuning of neurons
from area A1 to CL (Recanzone et al., 2000b; Woods et al., 2006).
This increase can account for sound localization ability in the
contralateral hemifield (Miller and Recanzone, 2009), and the
auditory cortex is necessary for both sound localization and pro-
cessing complex acoustic patterns such as vocalizations (Heffner
and Heffner, 1989, 1990; Harrington et al., 2001). The results of
this study show that there is a deficit in the refinement or extrac-
tion of particular stimulus features, in this case acoustic space,
between hierarchically connected cortical areas. If this is a com-
mon cortical phenomenon, regardless of the cause, this degrada-
tion would only be exacerbated at higher and higher cortical
areas, leading to increasing deficits of more complex stimulus
processing and reduced plasticity capacity (and consequent
changes in perceptual abilities) (Recanzone et al., 1992, 1993).
Such a mechanism could be the major contributor to the general
cognitive decline seen in many geriatric patients.
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